PD-53s-CV-19
M.Com. (4th Semester)
Exam i nation, June -2021

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
Time : Three Hoursl

[Maximum Marks :80
[Minimum Pass Marks:29
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Note : Answer from both the Sections as directed. The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
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Answer the following multiple choice type questions:
(a) 'swot'fqrdcrr + q) erffi+. qe-o otq
z
.SWOT'
What are two internal elements of
analvsis?

tt

(b) sTP 6T {fi Trq rdr{t I
Write the full form of STP.
(c) ureq e?q cdr{ Tqr ?
What is Customer relationship management?
(d) frfrtcr rqr ?
What is Disinvestment?
(e) etc-fr ftqur{ rurfift dq-(r qr"Tril d ftc q-S Ecr6,cr
ql Etr{
?
Which marketing stratery gives emphasis on creating new offerings for existing
markets?
(f) frsH Effiq \16 d.r6{ o} trfi r6n d arq e-EFT ortn B fg-qrq.............
Mission statement provides all the benefits to the organization except
(g) rurftft cdtfi ?rT gnqrr o-d fr g$ +frr
?
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From where does the practice of strategic management start?
(h) triffiI trrtr s-Erfl-{ d aei6-q o} rqr od qror
What is the appraisal of operation by mangers called?
qrqR-o.
Fo.rg fr+ o.E+ ?
0
0 $rolre-o Bqrfl u,) qfurR-o of r
Define organizational design.
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Answer the following short answer type questions:(a) vqtq-{ur
eTrc Eqr HTs+
sfly {€-S qcof or tra+s o.f ?
What do you mean by environment and mention its components.
.}jsdr ffficur rqr ?
(b)
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What is value chain analysis?
(c)

orotoo rurftfr{it fr
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What is meant by functional strategies?
(d) yurfifr

orqiq+c
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Explain the major issues in strategy implementation.
(e) wrftfuo Tflior
eqr arrqd ?
What is meant by strategic evaluation?
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Answer the following long answer type question.
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What is meant by strategy decision making,
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Give a detailed explanation of SWOT analysis and its utility.
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What is meant by strategy formulation and choice of alternatives? Explain the
factors affecting strategic choice.
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Explain the techniques of generic competitive strategies.

UNIT-III
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E-r R and D
frril{r ss-fr ?
How imperative it to have a good production and R and D plan?
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Eqr orFr Htr-d frffiq q)EriT(
Can you suggest ways to make successful financial plans and policies?
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"TEq
What factors need to be considered while implementation of strategy?
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tlilO-llel(r, fusrgq
Eqt ilffid ? qMq d c-qErq of eresn"n of qrqr ott
What is meant by organizational design? Explain the concept of management of change.
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+t arcqT of ? Evra rurfrfuo ft{iTur cfu-qr d ftC
iD-(It vdrc rrc ?
Explain the concept of strategic control? What steps are taken for efficient strategic
control process?
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What is meant by strategy evaluation? What are the techniques of strategic evaluation
and control?
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